pedigree/bulk method (MODPED) (van Ginkel et al., 2002), which successfully produced many of the widely in the F6, hence the name modified pedigree/bulk. In
The MODPED method begins with pedigree selection. The simulation experiment comprised the same 1000 crosses, tion of individual plants in the F2 followed by three in the F6, hence the name modified pedigree/bulk. In
The two strategies were each applied 500 times on 12 GE systems.
the SELBLK method, spikes of selected F2 plants within
Findings indicated that genetic gain from SELBLK was on average one cross are harvested in bulk and threshed together, 3.9% higher than that from MODPED, and genetic gain adjusted by target genotypes from SELBLK was on average 3.3% higher than resulting in one F3 seed lot per cross. This selected bulk MODPED for a wide range of genetic models. A greater proportion selection is also used from F3 to F5, while pedigree of crosses were retained (25% more) by means of SELBLK compared selection is used only in the F6. A major advantage of with MODPED, and from F1 to F8, SELBLK required one third less SELBLK compared with MODPED is that fewer seed land than MODPED and produced fewer families (40% of the number lots need to be harvested, threshed, and visually selected for MODPED). For the genetic models considered in our study, for seed appearance. In addition, significant savings in computer simulations showed that the SELBLK method resulted in time, labor, and costs associated with nursery preparaslightly greater genetic gain and significant improvements in cost effection, planting and plot labeling ensue, and potential tiveness.
sources of error are avoided (van Ginkel et al., 2002) . Although some small-scale field experiments have been conducted comparing the efficiencies of these breeding T he global impact of the wheat breeding program strategies (Singh et al., 1998) , the efficiency of SELBLK of the International Maize and Wheat Improvement compared with that of MODPED remains untested on Center (CIMMYT) has been significant and well docua larger scale. mented (Rajaram, 1999) . Many factors have contributed
Quantitative genetics provides much of the frameto CIMMYT's success, such as breeding targeted to work for the design and analysis of selection methods megaenvironments (MEs), use of a diverse gene pool used within breeding programs (Allard, 1960 ; Falconer for crossing, and shuttle breeding (Rajaram et al., 1994; and Mackay, 1996; . However, there Rajaram, 1999) . Another key factor, however, has been are usually associated assumptions, some of which can the breeding strategies adopted by CIMMYT breeders.
be easily tested or satisfied by experimentation; others A breeding strategy is defined as all crossing, seed propcan seldom, if ever, be met. Computer simulation proagation, and selection activities in an entire breeding vides us with a tool to investigate the implications of cycle. A breeding cycle begins with crossing and ends relaxing some of the assumptions and the effect this has at the generation when the selected advanced lines are on the conduct of a breeding program. QU-GENE, a returned to the crossing block as new parents.
simulation platform for quantitative analysis of genetic The strategies used by CIMMYT breeders have models, was developed for this purpose (Podlich and evolved with time. Pedigree selection was used primarily Cooper, 1998) . It has been used to compare efficiencies from 1944 until 1985 . From 1985 until the second half of different breeding strategies and of the 1990s, the main selection method was a modified modifications to existing selection strategies (Podlich et masl), and El Batan (19Њ N, 2300 masl) (Fig. 1 The objective of our research was to conduct a simula- (Kauffman, 1993) that samples the effects of the genes from tion experiment in which the engine QUGENE and a specified statistical distribution (Cooper and Podlich, 2003) .
the application module QUCIM were used to compare
Here the uniform distribution from 0 to 1 is used because CIMMYT's MODPED and SELBLK methods in terms there is no information available on the distribution of effects.
of genetic gain, number of crosses retained after one
The yield gene effects are assigned as QUCIM is running.
breeding cycle, and resource allocation.
Three levels of epistasis among yield genes are considered: no epistasis, digenic epistasis, and trigenic epistasis. The effects of genes on other traits are assumed to be fixed and additive (Table 1) . Dominance is less important in breeding for selfTwo programs (QUGENE and QUCIM) and two input pollinated crops (van Oeveren and Stam, 1992) and was not files (one for the QU-GENE engine and one for the QUCIM considered in this study. module) are required to run the simulation experiment. The Pleiotropic gene effects are assumed to cause the correlation first input file contains all the information needed to define between two traits. Linkage can also give rise to a correlation a GE system and the population of genotypes to which the between traits, but is not considered because there is little breeding strategies will be applied. The second file contains linkage information available. As an example, the correlation all the crossing and selection information required to define between yield and lodging is estimated at -0.5 by CIMMYT the breeding strategies. The genetic and environmental inforbreeders (Table 2 ). This negative correlation assumes that all mation used to construct these files and the criteria used to three lodging genes have some negative effects on yield. The compare breeding strategies are described below. three yield components (tillering, grains per spike, and 1000-kernel weight) are negatively correlated to each other to a degree; however, they are all positively correlated to yield.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genotype ϫ Environment System
We can easily build a GE system with negative correlations among the three yield components, but allowing the GE sysThe GE system underlies the genetic and environmental tem to have a positive correlation between yield and the three model framework for simulation experiments. Information yield components is not as simple. Therefore, in designing the about a GE system includes the target population of environ-GE system, only the negative correlation among all the three ments (TPE) for the breeding program, breeding traits and yield components is considered, not their positive correlations their associated phenotypic errors, genes and their degree of with yield (Table 2 ). In fact, the trait correlation changes linkage, and genes and their effects on phenotype in different following selection and depending on the population referenvironment types. The TPE consists of a set of different envience used. ronment types, each with a frequency of occurrence. Each environment type has its own gene action and gene interaction, which provides the framework for defining GE interactions. A
Breeding Strategy
specific GE system that fits CIMMYT's germplasm and breeding objectives is required to simulate CIMMYT's wheat breedIn CIMMYT's wheat breeding program, the best advanced lines developed from the F10 generation will be returned to ing program. The breeding program targeted to megaenvironment 1 (ME1) (low rainfall and irrigated environments for the crossing block to be used for new crosses, so a new breeding cycle starts after F10 leaf rust screening at El Batan (Fig. 1 ). spring wheat; Rajaram et al., 1994) will be the primary focus of this paper. While not all the details of the GE system are The number of generations in one breeding cycle is 10 for both breeding strategies. There may be more than one round available at this stage, reasonable approximations of the critical features can be made.
of selection for some generations, such as the F7 generation and the small plot evaluation in the F8 generation (F8(SP)) There are three key Mexican locations involved in CIM-MYT's wheat breeding effort targeted to ME1: Cd. Obregon ( Fig. 1 ; Table 3 ). The F7 is taken as an example. Once an advanced line is selected from among F7 head-rows, the seed [27Њ N, 39 m above sea level (masl)], Toluca (19Њ N, 2640 lot is split three ways. A reserve is kept for sowing yield trials in the GE system. However, breeders select using the phenoat Cd. Obregon the following winter cycle (F8(YT)); of the typic value. Therefore, the phenotypic value of a genotype in other two sets, one is sown at Toluca (F8(T)) and another at a specific environment needs to be defined from its genotypic El Batan (F8(B)) during the summer for disease evaluation in value and some associated environmental errors. For example, the field. The composition of the yield trial in the F8 generation if we have n plots (or replications) for a family and the plot (F8(YT)) at Cd. Obregon is determined on the basis of disease size is m, there will be n ϫ m individual plants (or genotypes) reactions at the two summer locations [F8(T) and F8(B)].
for this family. The genotypic value g ij (i ϭ 1,...n; j ϭ 1,...m ) So, in fact, the F7 generation is subjected to four rounds of can be defined from the GE system and the phenotypic value selection: one among F7 lines, two based on field tests at both p ij can then be calculated from the formula p ij ϭ g ij ϩ e bi ϩ e wij , Toluca and El Batan, and one based on F8 yield performance where e bi is the between plot error for plot i and e wij is the at Cd. Obregon. Since the seed of the two F8 field tests and within-plot error for the genotype j in the plot i, and both e bi the F8 yield trial are derived from the selected F7 lines, the and e wij are assumed to be normally distributed. The variance indicator of the seed source is 0 for the F7 (Table 3) . For (Table 1) , where the genetic indicator for the seed source is required.
variance ( 2 g ) is calculated from the genotypic values of individAmong-family selection and within-family selection are disuals in the initial population. Once the error variance is detertinct for each generation in a breeding strategy. For the F1 mined, it will be used for all generations without change. The or F2, each family is derived from one cross. One family in the F3 is also derived from a distinct cross if bulk selection is genetic variance changes generation to generation. So the used in the F2, but from one individual plant if pedigree heritability may be different in different generations. In this selection is used. The traits for both among-family and withinsimulation experiment, the variance of e bi is set to be half of family selections can be the same or different, as is the case 2 e . So once the genotypic value of a genotype has been defined, for selected proportions (Table 4) . a random effect for between plot error from the distribution N(0, 0.5 2 e ) and a random effect for within-plot error from the
Phenotypic Value of a Genotype and Family
distribution N(0, 2 e ) will be added to the genotypic value g ij
Mean of a Family
to give the phenotypic value p ij . The family mean can also be calculated from p ij . QUCIM then simulates within-family For the purposes of simulation, the genotypic value of a genotype can be calculated from the definition of gene actions selection from phenotypic values and among-family selection 
Experimental Design
two strategies, although QUCIM can run any number A set of three files (one for GE system, one for initial of breeding cycles. Therefore, in the 12 sets, QUCIM population, and one for breeding strategies) is required to run was run for one breeding cycle for 50 models (50 different QUCIM. The first two files are the two output files generated yield genetic effects randomly assigned from the uniform after running QUGENE. The other file defines the breeding distribution) and 10 runs (or replications). strategies to be applied on the GE system and the initial population. Twelve combinations are considered in the ex-
Criteria Used to Compare Efficiencies of Different
periment.
Breeding Strategies
1. GE system: Because of the lack of information available to define a real GE system, different GE systems are Genetic gain in yield is the major criterion used to compare used, in which two levels of yield gene number (20 and different breeding strategies. During simulation, QUCIM re-40), three levels of epistasis for yield genes (no epistasis, cords the genotype of each individual in a population. From digenic epistasis, and trigenic epistasis), and two levels the genotype and the GE system, QUCIM defines the genoof pleiotropy (absent and present) will be considered for typic values of an individual in the TPE and all environment simulation, giving 12 GE systems.
types in the TPE. In this paper, fitness is used to represent 2. Initial population: One initial population comprised of the genotypic value of a genotype or the mean genotypic value 200 homozygous genotypes (parents) is used, and all of a population in any environment type or the TPE. The gene frequencies in the initial population are set at 0.5. difference in fitness before and after a breeding cycle is the 3. Breeding strategies: Both MODPED and SELBLK are genetic gain. However, when breeding strategies are compared defined in one file. To make proper comparisons, the under a wide range of GE systems, different scales in different two breeding strategies start from the same population GE systems make it inappropriate to compare genetic gain (or germplasm) and finish with a similar number of seon the basis of the original scales of the fitness values. We lected lines after a breeding cycle. The same 1000 crosses therefore provide a standardized genetic gain: the genetic gain are made for both strategies.
adjusted by target genotypes. Once a GE system and all gene 4. Models, runs, and cycles: The advantage of simulation effects in it have been defined, the best target genotype (with is that the same breeding strategy can be repeated many the highest fitness among all possible genotypes) and worst times (called runs in this paper) for different genetic target genotype (with the lowest fitness among all possible models. The different results from runs are a consegenotypes) in the GE system can be defined. The fitness adquence of the stochastic nature of the breeding process. The effects of the yield genes are defined as random justed by target genotypes is then used to measure the distance to identify where the seed for selection round 2 and afterwards comes from the generation with more than one selection round. This value can only be either 0 or 1. Value 0 means seed for round i (i Ͼ ϭ 2) comes from round 1, and value 1 means seed for round i (i Ͼ ϭ 2) comes from round iϪ1. ‡ Seed propagation type, ways to propagate seed from the selected plants, which can only be random, self, noself, DH (for doubled haploid), backcross, or topcross. For F1 generation, only random is available, which means the parents for each cross are randomly selected from the crossing block. § Generation advance method, ways to handle the selected individuals in a family, which can only be bulk or pedigree. ¶ The plot size (number of plants in a plot or replication) in yield trials can be 1000 or even more in practice. Since we only do among-family selection on the basis of the yield data, 100 plants in a plot is large enough to have a good estimate for the mean yield of a family in simulation. A small plot size also reduces computational requirements. # Selected proportion, the proportion of families, or of individuals in a family to be selected.
† † F8(T) and F8(B), the F8 field tests grown at Toluca and El Batan for yellow rust and leaf rust selections, respectively. ‡ ‡ F8(YT) and F9(YT), yield trials in F8 and F9 grown at Cd. Obregon. § § F8(SP) and F9(SP), small plot evaluation in F8 and F9 grown at Cd. Obregon. ¶ ¶ F9(T) and F9(B), the F9 field tests grown at Toluca and El Batan for yellow rust and leaf rust selections, respectively. ## F10(LR) and F10(YR), the F10 leaf rust screening at El Batan and F10 stripe rust screening in Toluca.
of a genotype or a population from the worst target genotype The adjusted genetic gain scales the gain relative to the exin the GE system, and the distance from the worst target treme genotypes possible in the GE system and is particularly genotype to the best target genotype is set to 100.00. The useful as a unit measure when different epistasis levels and genetic gain adjusted by target genotypes can be used to comgene numbers are included. pare the efficiencies from different breeding strategies across Genetic gain adjusted by target genotypes will be used in a wide range of models differing in scale of genotypic values. this paper mainly to compare the breeding strategies, but the Supposing F and FЈ are the fitness of a population before and number of crosses retained after selection and some economic after selection, respectively, then the genetic gain (⌬G) is factors are also considered. ⌬G ϭ FЈ Ϫ F. Assuming that TG l and TG h are the genotypic values of the two extreme target genotypes, then the fitness adjusted by target genotypes (F ad ) is
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Genetic Gain Adjusted by Target Genotypes
QUCIM can compute an estimate of genetic gain for every trait defined in the GE system. In this study, and the genetic gain adjusted by target genotypes (⌬G ad ) is only the results for yield are examined. However, since secondary traits such as rust resistance, days to heading, ⌬G ad ϭ ⌬G TG h Ϫ TG l ϫ 100. and height, are all correlated with yield to some degree (Table 2), they are used in the simulation experiments than SELBLK. For those sets where adjusted gains are significantly different, the adjusted gain from SELBLK to define a more realistic GE system. Because of the scale effects, the genetic gain adjusted by target genois always higher than that from MODPED. This means the SELBLK is at least equivalent to or better than types (hereafter abbreviated as adjusted gain) will be used primarily for comparison.
MODPED in terms of adjusted gain for the genetic models considered in this study. When all sets are conWhen the 12 sets (one set is one yield gene number ϫ epistasis level ϫ pleiotropy level combination) were sidered together, the adjusted gains were significantly different among or between experiment sets, models, considered individually, the adjusted gains from the two breeding strategies were significantly different among and breeding strategies, but not among runs (Table 6 ).
In the 12 sets, there are two yield gene numbers, three models, but generally not among runs, except for set 10 (Table 5) . This means a large number of models epistasis levels and two pleiotropy levels ( Table 5 ). The adjusted gains are significantly different for all three (normally more than 30) and a smaller number of runs (normally 10) should be used in simulation. This emphafactors. When the nested effect model was considered, significant differences were found between breeding sizes the importance of using a wide range of genetic models in any comparison of breeding strategies using strategies, breeding strategies in models, and model by strategy interactions in experimental sets. The existence computer simulation. Significant (P Ͻ 0.05) differences between breeding strategies were noted in some sets of model by strategy interaction indicates that the question of which strategy is better depends on the model (sets 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10), but not all. These were all cases where pleiotropy was present in the genetic model. The used. In most GE systems, SELBLK has higher adjusted gains in more models than MODPED. However, the different selection pressures that were applied to the traits for the MODPED and SELBLK (Table 4) rereverse is true in GE systems with trigenic epistasis but no pleiotropy (Table 7) . sulted in a significant difference in the adjusted gain for yield in the presence of the pleiotropic effects of these The average adjusted gain is 5.83 for MODPED and 6.02 for SELBLK a difference of 3.3%. (Table 8 (Table 5 ). In the absence of pleiotropic effects, there were no significant differences between 2a). This difference is not large and therefore unlikely to be detected in field experiments (Gill et al., 1995 ; the breeding strategies. However, for set 5 the breeding strategies are significantly different at P ϭ 0.054; in this Singh et al., 1998) . However, it can be detected through simulation, which indicates that the high level of replicacase the MODPED had a higher adjusted genetic gain tion (50 models by 10 runs in this experiment) feasible ‡ SELBLK, selected bulk selection method. § MODPED, modified pedigree/bulk selection method.
with simulation can better account for the stochastic properties of a run of a breeding strategy and for the and results in a greater reduction in cross number for sources of experimental errors. The average adjusted SELBLK compared with MODPED in the early generagains for the two yield gene numbers 20 and 40 are 6.83
tions. In general, only a small proportion of crosses reand 5.02, respectively ( Table 8 ), suggesting that genetic mains at the end of a breeding cycle (11.8% for MODPED gain decreases with increasing yield gene number. The and 14.8% for SELBLK); therefore, intense amongaverage adjusted gains were 6.70 for no epistasis, 5.36 for cross selection in early generations is unlikely to reduce digenic epistasis, and 5.71 for trigenic epistasis (Table 8) , the genetic gain. On the contrary, breeders will tend to which indicates that epistasis will reduce the adjusted concentrate on fewer but "higher probability" crosses gain. The adjusted gain associated with the absence of (Simmonds, 1996) . That just a few crosses of the many pleiotropy is also higher than that for the presence of generated remain after the final yield trial stage is compleiotropy (Table 8 ). These results show that the inmon in most breeding programs. Since more crosses crease in gene number and the presence of epistasis and remain in SELBLK, the population following selection pleiotropy make it more difficult for a breeding strategy from SELBLK may have larger genetic diversity than to identify the trait performance level of the best genothat from MODPED. In this context, SELBLK is also type in the defined GE system. When the experimental superior to MODPED. factors are considered individually, the adjusted gain from SELBLK is always significantly higher than that from
Resource Allocation
MODPED, except in the absence of pleiotropy (Table  9) , indicating SELBLK is at least equivalent to or better Since the number of families and selection methods than MODPED.
after F8 are basically the same for both MODPED and SELBLK, only the resources allocated from F1 to F8 are
Number of Crosses Remaining after Selection
compared. The total number of individual plants from F1 to F8 was calculated to be 5 155 090 for MODPED The same 1000 crosses were made for both breeding and 3 358 255 for SELBLK (Fig. 2d) . Assuming that strategies and 258 advanced lines were selected after a planting intensity is similar, SELBLK will use approxibreeding cycle, regardless of the GE system used. The mately two thirds of the land allocated to MODPED. number of crosses remaining after one breeding cycle Furthermore, SELBLK produces a smaller number of is significantly different among models and strategies, families compared with MODPED (Fig. 2c) . From F1 but not among runs (Table 10 ). The number of crosses to F8, there are 63 188 families for MODPED but only remaining from SELBLK is always higher than that 24,260 for SELBLK, approximately 40% of the number from MODPED, which means that delaying pedigree for MODPED. Therefore when SELBLK is used, fewer selection favors diversity. On average, 30 more crosses seed lots need to be handled at both harvest and sowing, were maintained in SELBLK (Fig. 2b) . However, there resulting in significant savings in time, labor, and cost. is a crossover between the two breeding strategies (Fig. 2b) . Before F5, the number of crosses in MODPED The GE System and Its Test is higher than that in SELBLK. The number of crosses becomes smaller in MODPED after F5 when pedigree
In field-based breeding, the breeder selects for phenoselection is applied in F6. Among-family selection from type. However, in simulation the genotype must be de-F1 to F5 in SELBLK is equal to among-cross selection, fined. The genotypic value of the genotype can be calculated from the definition of gene actions in the GE Table 7 . Number of models in each GE system where selected system (Fasoula and Fasoula, 1997; Mackay, 2001 it determines the phenotypic value of a genotype and then the phenotypic mean of a population to which tem can be acquired from simulation. For example, in the case of yield gene number, the average population selection is applied. However, given the current state of our knowledge of gene-to-phenotype relationships fitness before selection is 8.95 for all sets with 20 yield genes and 18.96 for all sets with 40 yield genes. Thus for complex traits, it is difficult to define comprehensively a real GE system. It is therefore not possible the percentage genetic gain is 15.6 for 20 yield genes and 9.1 for 40 yield genes. It's not easy to calculate to ensure that the GE systems used in this simulation experiment match the biophysical systems within which the genetic gain in practice. Usually, all generations in Table 3 appear in one planting season. However, the CIMMYT's wheat breeding program operates. For this reason, we created more than one GE system in which relative genetic gain per year was estimated at 0.9% (Rajaram, 1999) for CIMMYT's wheat breeding proto compare the two strategies and considered performance of the strategies across an ensemble of GE sysgram, and the genetic gain in percentage over the top parent was 5.6 in Singh et al. (1998) . So the numbers tems. Nevertheless, a more comprehensive definition of the GE system is still required, especially for tactical of yield genes used in this experiment seem to be smaller than the actual number in CIMMYT's wheat breeding questions in breeding.
Fortunately, some information about the real GE sysprogram. The population used in the simulation experi- ment has the largest potential genetic variation for addihandled increases rapidly from the F3 generation ontive genes because of their gene frequencies of 0.5. But wards, and results in greater land, labor, and bookkeepthe gene frequencies in a real breeding population can ing requirements. Bulk breeding makes no attempt to be quite different from 0.5. Some genes are close to keep track of the ancestry of individuals and the number being fixed and have high gene frequencies after a few of families is much smaller compared with the pedigree cycles of selection; some genes have low gene frequenmethod. However, the bulk method also maintains uncies due to their initial introduction. So the genetic gain desirable genotypes in the advanced generations as a in an actual breeding program may be much smaller result of low within-family selection intensity (Baenthan that in the current experiment. Linkage may also ziger and Peterson, 1992). Many modifications of the affect genetic gain, but was not considered in this paper.
pedigree and bulk systems have been proposed and In this sense the yield gene number 40 used in this study studied (Fehr, 1987; Jensen, 1988 ; Baenziger and Pemay be a better approximation of the real yield gene terson, 1992). However, it is difficult to say which breednumber in CIMMYT's wheat breeding program.
ing strategy is better in the context of a large breedIn the future it will be possible to build more realistic ing program. GE systems if advances in genomics improve our underThe simulation experiment using QUGENE and standing of the genotype-to-phenotype relationship and QUCIM reported here showed that SELBLK is signifi-GE interactions Bernardo, 2001) .
cantly superior to MODPED in genetic gain for the Conclusions on the relative merits of breeding strategies genetic models used in the simulation experiment, even based on simple gene-to-phenotype models may have though the adjusted gain from SELBLK was just 3.3% to be reevaluated in the context of an exponentially higher than that from MODPED across all models. Such growing knowledge base. This information will aid in a small difference is difficult to detect through field determining gene number and gene effects on phenoexperimentation. For example, Gill et al. (1995) and type. In addition, conventional plant breeding provides Singh et al. (1998) found no significant differences bea wealth of information about trait heritabilities and tween MODPED and SELBLK. Therefore, based on trait correlations. This information, once determined, the results of this simulation study and available experiwill help define errors, linkage, and pleiotropic effects mental evidence, the adoption of SELBLK is unlikely in a GE system. to reduce the genetic advance in yield. In addition, the greater number of crosses retained in SELBLK com-
CONCLUSIONS
pared to MODPED leads to greater genetic diversity in resultant populations, which can be an advantage. The object of hybridization in breeding self-pollinated Finally, SELBLK uses less land than MODPED, and species is to combine, in a single genotype, desirable the number of families in SELBLK is much smaller, genes that are found in two or more different genotypes thereby improving cost-effectiveness. (Allard, 1960; Jensen, 1988) . Pedigree and bulk breeding QU-GENE provides a flexible way to define a GE are the two most widely used methods. The pedigree system with linkage, epistasis, multiple alleles, pleiotmethod allows the breeder to keep track of the ancestry of individuals. However, the number of families to be ropy, molecular markers, and genotype by environment
